Ventura County Community College District
Analysis – Efficacy of Summer / Fall Combined Registration Period
March 8, 2019

Analysis Primary Question:
Is the combined summer and fall registration period effective for the Ventura County Community College District?
Sub-Questions provided by DTRW-SS:
1. Did VCCCD FTES increase for the Summer 2018 and Fall 2018 semesters?
2. Were there more or less class drops compared to previous semesters for the Summer 2018 and Fall 2018
semesters due to the combined registration period?
3. How many students registered for classes between April 1 – May 22nd and did these students remain enrolled in
their early course selection for the Fall 2018 semester?
4. Was there any shift in workload for Financial Aid (e.g. appeals, etc.) due to the combined registration period?
5. Were there issues with class sequencing especially English/Math/Science courses due to the combined
registration period?
6. Were there issues regarding changes/adjustments to the Schedule of Classes/ Curriculum deadlines due to the
combined registration period?
Was there a positive or negative effect on how faculty were assigned load?
Scope:
VCCCD chose to combine Summer and Fall 2018 registration periods in hopes of capturing early Fall registrations. This
analysis will measure several key factors to determine the efficacy of the combined registration period.
Research method and sources utilized:
To the greatest degree possible, this analysis is based on evidence directly related to the questions presented by DTRW
– SS. Research for this analysis utilized data extraction and analysis from the VCCCD Banner ERP system as well as
anecdotal evidence provided by key support and management staff captured using a structured, focused set of
questions.
Summary of findings:
It appears the combined registration period had little to no overall effect on the Summer 2018 semester. While FTES for
the Summer 2018 semester does show significant growth vs. Summer 2017, this growth is most likely attributed to the
increased number of sections offered for the Summer 2018 semester. Although, it does appear the combined
registration period may have impacted the Fall 2018 semester. VCCCD saw a decrease in Fall 2018 FTES after a three
year trend of increasing FTES. From Fall 2017 to Fall 2018 MC FTES was down 2.2%, OC up 0.8%, VC down 0.6% and
VCCCD as a whole was down 1.0% (includes both resident and non-resident FTES). The FTES dip is counter to the overall
increase in VCCCD headcount for Fall 2018 vs. Fall 2017. Although the Fall FTES dip cannot be directly attributed to the
combined Summer / Fall registration period, it should not be assumed as unrelated to the combined registration period.
While VCCCD did capture early Fall registrations, many of these students did not remain enrolled in the early courses for
which they registered. 43% of Fall 2018 registrations which took place between April 1 - May 22nd did not extend
beyond the individual section’s Census date vs. registrations that took place after May 22nd, which 33% did not extend
beyond the individual section’s Census date. VCCCD also experienced a significant increase in two of the six Drop
categories (Drops before class begins and Drops due to unmet prerequisites). Drops before classes began increased 20%
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for MC, 34% for OC and 22% for VC, while drops due to unmet prerequisites jumped 722% for MC, 921% for OC and
695% for VC.
There were also concerns regarding the negative impact to faculty load scheduling as well as course sequencing issues
for students whom enrolled early for courses that required prerequisites. These issues were especially prevalent in the
English, Math and Science areas. Math, English and Science courses dropped due to unmet prerequisites consisted of
82% of all the drops in this category. Processing deadlines for class schedules were also impacted by the combined
Summer / Fall registration period.
Financial Aid did not see any negative effects directly linked to the combined Summer / Fall registration period, with one
exception. Some students were confused about the academic year for which they applied for a fee waiver, thus were
dropped for either Summer18 or Fall 18 classes due to no payment. At the same time, the extended Fall registration
period may have had a positive effect on the timeframe needed to process Fall 2018 financial aid records. The extended
Fall timeframe to process financial aid records along with proactive processes appear to have had a positive overall
impact on VCCCD Financial Aid.
Recommendations:
1. VCCCD had only one cycle of Summer / Fall combined registration to draw data. VCCCD should continue to
measure effects for future years to better understand the efficacy and long term implications.
2. Explore the possibility of adjusting processes for the combined Summer and Fall registration period to mitigate
negative effects. For example:
a. Enforce drops at the beginning of the registration period if payment is not received.
b. Develop procedures that would decrease the number of drops due to unmet prerequisites.
c. Etc.
3. Assemble a taskforce to research further the efficacy of a combined Summer / Fall registration period.
4. Develop districtwide dashboard to monitor Summer / Fall combined registration efficacy
a. Identify metrics
5. Develop procedures to ease time constraint issues related to the processing of class schedules
6. Develop procedures to make clear the academic year for which a fee waiver / Promise Grant will apply.
a. Communication
b. Marketing
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Data Analysis:
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(Additional Information)
Prior VCCCD Analysis regarding the Combined Summer / Fall
Registration Period
The following Summary of Early Registration Concerns analysis was conducted in 2015 by Oxnard College, which is prior
to VCCCD implementation of the combined Summer / Fall registration period.
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SUMMARY OF EARLY REGISTRATION CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
Oxnard College
Dr. Luskin,
As requested, below is a summary of Oxnard College’s concerns and perceived issues regarding the early
registration timeline proposed for Fall, 2017. These concerns and issues are an accumulation of discussions and
input from OC’s’ President’s Cabinet, Deans Council, the Department Chairs, the Academic Senate president,
OC’s Curriculum co-chair and other academic affairs staff members.
Recommended factors to be considered are:
1.

Effect on students who fail to pass prerequisite courses: Under the proposed early scheduling calendar, if
a student fails to complete the prerequisite course, he/she will be dropped from the next course that
follows in the sequence. As a result, there is a high probability that students may not be able to register for
the same prerequisite course for the following term since it is likely that classes will have filled. Result:
Delay in completing course requirements and extension of the time for students to complete a degree or
certificate program.

2.

Impacts on curriculum and articulation: Negative impacts on timelines for approval of new or substantially
revised courses and difficulties with an already lengthy articulation process at the CCCCO would disrupt
OC’s present well-functioning processes. New curriculum deadlines would conflict with catalog production
deadlines and would need to be developed by each college.

3.

Impacts on At-Risk students: At-Risk students, particularly those in EOPS, will have to enroll without
support and guidance unless new procedures are adopted. EOPS students usually receive 3 counseling
sessions before their next enrollment; under the proposed registration timeline, these students will only
have time for one planning appointment and no time for the grade check that allows EOPS counselors to
help them select their next set of courses.

4.

Students dropped by Banner in May: Banner will allow students to register for courses in a sequence, but
then later drop them if they don't pass the prerequisite. That will happen in May. So dropped students will
have to scramble to re-enroll in the most impacted classes at OC (Transitional Math 1 in particular).

5.

Impact on probationary students: Probationary students will miss out on two semesters (spring and
summer) in which to raise their GPA for fall. This is contrary to our goal of student success.

6.

Financial Aid issues are problematic. If students are starting classes in January and have to register in
March. Result: students will have received only two payments before they have to pay for their next
semester courses.

7.

BOGG Waiver and time related issues that impact fall enrollment. Negative impacts on enrollment (FTES) at
each of the campuses are currently under discussion, but the impact on OC with 80% of its students
receiving BOGG waivers, is particularly troublesome. The earlier registration timeline will most probably
exacerbate the impact on FTES.

8.

IT concerns: Impacts on District IT and issues with implementation should be thoroughly vetted with Dave
Fuhrman and his staff.
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9.

Recruitment and outreach issues with local high schools:
a) Outreach - March is the time counselors visit most campuses – the new
registration timeline will force them to stay at the college to register students.
b) Dual enrollment - High school juniors will have to register in May, which
involves changing counseling schedules
c) Counselors usually go back to the high schools just as the high schools are
starting because most high school students register last.

10. Increase in student stress levels: Students are already in a stressful state at this time of year because of
final exams. Adding the need to register for classes could escalate the stress.
11. Insufficient evidence of positive impact on FTES: We have not seen any evidence yet to support the
suggestion that the proposed revised early registration timeline would increase enrollments throughout the
District.

Conclusions:
“One size may not fit all campuses.” The FTES numbers at Oxnard College are increasing each year. OC
proposes that unless the items noted in this analysis are satisfactorily addressed, we believe that Oxnard College
should have the option to opt out of the proposed early registration timeline if the potential negative impacts on
the OC campus appear to outweigh the potential benefits. This is especially true because of the need to protect the
consistent continuing growth in FTES at Oxnard College.
For reasons cited above and the fact that the system at Oxnard College is working well, OC urges a thorough and
thoughtful review by the stakeholders within each college and the District before any implementation of the
proposed early registration timeline is finalized.
Respectfully submitted,
Rick Post, JD
Vice President, Academic Affairs
June 18, 2015
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